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LAST WORD

MIND-BRAIN-GENE:

Toward Psychotherapy Integration

John Arden
Every few years a seemingly new psychotherapeutic approach surges in popularity, only
to fade away later as new “brands” are developed. Sometimes they comprise the same
approaches described with different terms as if to disguise and rebrand them. If the
approach can garner enough interest and be coded with a letter abbreviation (e.g., CBT,
ACT, EMDR, DBT, etc.), it can become a franchise through which you can earn status as
trainer.
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We need to explore the
multidirectional causal
relationships between
stress, depression,
anxiety, the immune
system, and gene
expression.
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are

multiple

nonlinear

feedback

loops

with mental health problems, and how those

constantly affecting all aspects of health. An

same mental health problems feed back to

integrated approach necessitates addressing

other health problems. For example, though

how behavior affects the immune system,

type 2 diabetes increases depression, so

epigenetics, and the brain in psychotherapy.

depression

Psychotherapy will increasingly address
health factors this integration brings to
fields of research that had previously been
compartmentalized. We apply this approach
to psychological disorders such as anxiety
and depression to bring the integrative model
to life.

exacerbates

diabetes.

Neither

can all mental phenomena be reduced to
the neuron or a specific neural network:
thinking, emotion, and behavior feed back to
produce brain change. The concept of mind–
brain–gene feedback loops represents the
multidirectional causal relationships between
the mind, brain and genetics as a larger
system, not separate entities. Taken together,

My next book, Mind-Brain-Gene: Towards
Psychotherapy Integration (Norton, in press),
set for release in January 2019, thus presents
a perspective antithetical to reductionism.
An integrated approach addresses how the
immune system can become dysregulated,
how autoimmune disorders are associated

all these dimensions interact as nonlinear,
multi-faceted, evolving phenomena.
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is

essentially what happened in psychiatry with
in chemical dependency treatment where
substance abuse and psychological disorders
were referred to as “dual diagnosis”. As if to
freshen things up, that term changed to “cooccurring disorders”.
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interdependent. No longer can we justify
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system. This is the approach offered in my
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problem is “not my specialty”. Sure, there are
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and will continue to be healthcare providers

integrate all these areas and combine them

whose experience and training exceeds others

with the research on habit, meditation, self-

in particular areas—I would not go to a

care behaviors, and the mental operating

dermatologist for a second opinion about my

networks that we call the “mind”.

heart, nor would I go to a cardiologist about
a bunion. My point is that psychotherapists
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